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Abstract: Corporate raiding in Ukraine is a widely discussed and reported problem that severely damages investment and economic development, prospects for European integration, and the welfare of ordinary people. Yet the phenomenon of raiding itself is only poorly understood, often either dismissed as inseparable from the country’s broader problem of endemic corruption, or imputed to powerful and shadowy raiders thought to be immune from defensive measures by private businesses. The author’s field research in Ukraine sheds light on the history, causes and methodologies of raiding, as well as on the costs and consequences of raiding for Ukraine’s further development.

Former U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine John Tefft is fond of emphasizing Ukraine’s great potential: its large size, location at a strategic crossroads, diverse resource base, and its large, well-educated, entrepreneurial population, to name just a few of Ukraine’s advantages.¹ Yet the Ambassador is also quick to point out that this potential has remained
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largely unfulfilled for more than twenty years, as Ukraine has suffered from deeply entrenched problems of corruption, poor governance, and underdeveloped institutions.²

On the heels of the Euromaidan, Ukraine’s second major popular revolution in the post-Soviet era, the country now faces an opportunity to advance towards fulfilling its vast potential, or to succumb once again to the very same systemic weaknesses that have hampered it in the past. Whether post-Euromaidan Ukraine succeeds will depend to a large degree on whether it emerges quickly enough from recent economic contraction to complement the new government’s political goals of national reconciliation, reform, and European integration with the tangible benefits of more jobs, investment and rising living standards.

Endowed with vast natural agricultural resources, energy and mineral resources, advanced industrial capacity, and excellent human capital, all within easy access to major global markets, Ukraine should be an investment success story. Yet FDI in Ukraine has declined while the world economy grew, from $4.13 billion in 2012 to $2.86 billion in 2013,³ and domestic investment is still well below rates in most fast growing developing and developed economies.⁴ Clearly, restoring robust FDI will be a priority for Ukraine’s post-Euromaidan government.

An effort to improve the climate for business and investment in Ukraine must begin by recognizing the roots of the economy’s dysfunction, including the perennial weakness of property rights. Without strong property rights, market actors are likely to be denied the main benefits of economic activity, thereby reducing incentives for such activity and hampering growth. Even when businesses are functioning, insecure property rights give rise to fear and uncertainty for potential foreign and domestic investors, raising the costs of borrowing and investment for the economy as a whole. For example, in May 2014 commercial borrowing cost 15.6 percent in Ukraine compared to 4.7 percent in Poland when dealing in domestic currency.⁵ It was even more expensive for private citizens to borrow money in Ukraine, with interest rates averaging a
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staggering 24.2 percent. Though part of this high cost is to account for the weakness of the Ukrainian hryvnia, even U.S. Dollar-denominated loans in Ukraine carried interest rates of 8 percent or higher.

Gloomy as they are, statistics do not tell the whole story. Even though a relatively small proportion of Ukrainian businesses have changed hands through corporate raids, and although the problem has not resulted in a mass exodus of investors from Ukraine, raiding has played a significant role in deterring new foreign investment from entering the market. Raider attacks have been so egregious and highly visible over the past decade that many potential investors have simply concluded that entering the Ukrainian market is not worth the risk.

Accordingly, corporate raiding is one aspect of Ukraine’s weak property rights regime that has received significant attention from policymakers, the media and the general public. Yet despite this attention, and despite wide recognition of the problem by Ukrainians and outsiders as an obstacle to investment and economic growth, the phenomenon itself is not well understood. In public discourse, the term is seldom explained beyond generally vague implications that raiders are connected to oligarchic interests, powerful politicians, and the pervasive culture of corruption in business. While considerable expert attention has been devoted to the problem of corporate raiding in Russia, and to the broader problems of corruption in Ukraine and other post-Soviet economies, this article will be among the first to offer an in-depth examination of corporate raiding in Ukraine specifically.

The article will first seek to provide a concise overview of recent scholarship on corporate raiding, and in so doing give some greater depth and context to the definition of raiding that framed the author’s field research in Ukraine. It will then provide a brief summary of the history and evolution of raiding in Ukraine from the late Soviet era to the present. Turning to the main findings of the fieldwork, it will describe some of the methods by which raiders seek to achieve their objectives, including which vulnerabilities of firms raiders typically seek to exploit. Finally, the article will describe the negative impacts of corporate raiding and weak property rights on Ukrainian democratic reform, economic development and aspirations for European integration, emphasizing the need for greater attention to this problem from Western policymakers.

In support of this analysis, and in addition to a review of published sources, the author conducted interviews in Ukraine, primarily over a two-month period in the spring and summer of 2013. Interview subjects were individuals familiar with the problem from a wide range of perspectives, including Western diplomats, current and former Ukrainian officials,
Ukrainian and international bankers, representatives of International Financial Institutions (IFIs), Ukrainian businesspeople, foreign investors, representatives of business associations, lawyers, NGO experts, and journalists, among others. While citations to these interviews are included in this article, in many cases the author was bound by agreement with interviewees to protect their anonymity, or to refrain from direct quotation. The sensitivity around corporate raiding generally, and around many of the individual cases discussed, mandated this unconventional approach, but also made it possible to develop a more complete and balanced picture of the problem than by relying only on interview subjects who were prepared to discuss the issues publicly.

Defining Corporate Raiding

A handful of Western scholarly and business publications in recent years have attempted to describe and analyze corporate raiding in Ukraine, however most international scholarship to date has focused on raiding in Russia. This is understandable given the Russian economy’s larger size (roughly tenfold that of Ukraine) and the extent of the corporate raiding problem from Russia’s “wild 1990s” through the early 2000s. However, comparatively little attention has been paid to Ukraine, where the problem became acute in the latter part of the last decade and during the four years of Viktor Yanukovych’s presidency (2010-2014).

Over the past decade, the Russian political system has moved towards greater centralization—which Vladimir Putin has dubbed the “vertical of power”—at the same time bringing oligarchs and major business interests under direct or indirect Kremlin control. By some measures, raiding has declined as the Kremlin has asserted greater control over dispute-resolution mechanisms, including the courts, law enforcement agencies, and local administrative organs, while the state’s direct interest in many big businesses makes “freelance” raiding by or against such enterprises ultimately pointless. Although Yanukovych appeared also to be concentrating political and economic power in the hands of those closest to the central government, to some extent following the Russian model, the process was far slower, constrained by a robust history of “oligarchic pluralism.”

The situation in Ukraine differs in fundamental ways from that in Russia. The prospect of Ukraine’s political and economic integration with the European Union offers major incentives for smaller and middle-sized European businesses to invest in Ukraine, which is seen as a more
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accessible market than Russia, even though these very businesses may be among the most vulnerable to raider attacks. Meanwhile, the absence of Russia’s vast natural resource wealth forces Ukrainian officials to seek other avenues for corrupt enrichment, including facilitation of corporate raiding. Finally, since Ukraine’s legal reforms and privatization processes are arguably less advanced than those in Russia, opportunities abound for raiders to exploit corrupt courts and administrative officials, especially in the regions, where central authorities may lack adequate knowledge or control.

Despite these important differences between the circumstances in Russia and Ukraine, some foundational concepts apply in both countries, and so it is useful to draw upon analyses of corporate raiding in Russia and even in other economies that have undergone the transition from totalitarian communism to private enterprise over the past two and a half decades.

The term “raiding” has been used not only in Russia and Ukraine, but in Western contexts as well—think of the hostile takeovers, asset stripping, and associated egregious business practices on which fortunes were made throughout the last century. In a fundamental sense, raiding may be understood as, “seizing a property object,” whether through a Western-style hostile takeover or by even more unconventional means. According to one experienced Western investor in Ukraine, raiding is the simple act of “stealing somebody’s business.” Indeed, “reiderstvo” is understood in both the Russian and Ukrainian languages to signify essentially the same type of rapacious greed seen on Wall Street and elsewhere in the West, though in a very different legal and political context. As Jordan Gans-Morse writes, “While the term [“raiding”] is taken from the American usage, it involves far more than buying up a company’s shares in order to change management.”

In his seminal article on raiding in Russia, Tom Firestone explains that, “reiderstvo is not just simple thuggery.... Russian ‘reideri’ rely on court orders, resolutions of shareholders and boards of directors, lawsuits, bankruptcy proceedings, and other ostensibly ‘legal’ means as a cover for their criminal activity.” Though it is often accomplished by superficial operation of elements of the legal system, raiding is inherently opposed to
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the rule of law. It should be no surprise, therefore, that as post-Communist states such as Ukraine have adopted layer upon layer of new laws and regulations with the ostensible purpose of better protecting property rights, raiders have adopted these same laws and regulations as new weapons to use against their targets. Seeking to capture this dichotomy, Firestone describes corporate raiding as, “acts designed to give a legitimate appearance to the illegal (accomplished through illegal means) transfer to the actor or a third party, of property rights, rights to the results of intellectual activity and equal rights to individualization (of intellectual rights) as well as, the illegal acquisition of the right to carry out managerial functions in a commercial or other organization.”

Writing for a primarily Western business readership, Graham Stack described corporate raiding as both integral to, and a consequence of, Ukraine’s failed legal institutions. In a 2010 article, he concluded that,

Corporate raiding in Ukraine is a euphemism for the illegal and corrupt manipulation of Ukraine’s patchy legislation and ramshackle institutions to seize control of unsuspecting companies. Measures typically employed range from excluding shareholders from meetings by holding them at short notice in a distant location to alteration of company registers, to purchasing or faking court decisions. It is the most blatant symptom of Ukraine’s terrible investment climate that groups this EU hopeful with far poorer developing countries in ratings of corruption, economic freedom and ease of doing business.

Ukrainian officials frequently discuss “raiding” when attacking their political rivals, assigning blame for poor economic performance, or attempting to reassure domestic and international investors about the state’s protection of property rights. However, thus far the government has offered only a limited formal definition of the problem, exclusively addressing threats to state property. In 2008, the Cabinet of Ministers passed a resolution, in which a “raider attack” was defined as, “disposal of state-owned property and corporate rights other than following privatization proceedings, or [by] illegal seizure of a company.”

15 Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, “On Approval of the Declaration of
legislation on criminal liability for raider attacks has taken a broader approach, referring to raiding as, “an organized attack on a company, organization or an institution with the purpose of its seizure that resulted in disruption of its ordinary course of business.”

In his 2013 chapter in *The Political Economy of Russia*, Richard Sakwa describes raiding as a function of the Russian “dual state” that is subject to domination by both “legal-rational” and “patrimonial” means, as defined by Max Weber. In this system, “formal and informal rules operate at the same time, reproducing dualism at all levels and allowing actors to operate elements of either, but undermining the inherent internal logic of both,” and thus provoking a “systemic stalemate” that inhibits development. For Sakwa, the dual state concept is of particular value to understand the apparent contradiction inherent in well-known cases when the state itself deems raider attacks to be violations of the law. After the 2005 raider attack on investment firm Hermitage Capital, for example, investigation of abuses which led to the death of lawyer Sergei Magnitsky revealed that the raiders had in fact violated Russian law, and were thus subject to legal penalties. Yet the stolen assets themselves have not been restored, nor has the state acknowledged the theft as a corporate raid.

Sakwa adopts the definition of raiding offered by a Russian think tank, the Center for Political Technologies, in a 2008 report: “The illegal … seizure of property … The winning of control in the widest sense of one company by another using both illegal and legal methods; the seizure of shares by provoking business conflicts; … a way of redistributing property which in essence is banditry, but which formally conforms to some sort of judicial procedure.” In fact, this broad definition could also encompass corporate raiding in Ukraine. However, while both rational-legal and patrimonial methods of domination are applied in the Ukrainian case, the vertical of state power has traditionally been much weaker than in Russia, and so it would be inaccurate to describe Ukraine as a dual state
in the same sense. Certainly, raider attacks sponsored by state actors in Ukraine have seldom advanced what Sakwa calls “de-privatization,” that is the Kremlin’s efforts to bring key Russian industries under de facto state control (even if via nominal private ownership) in order to serve national policy goals.

In Philip Hanson’s recent Chatham House paper, reiderstvo in Russia is described as, “the illicit acquisition of a business or part of a business [with] the complicity of any or all of the tax, security, law enforcement, and judicial authorities.” Although the administrative and law enforcement tools applied by raiders to seize target assets could nominally apply to anyone in the economy, Hanson points to an overwhelming correlation between the rise of prosecution for “economic crimes” in Russia in recent years, and the ability of local and national authorities to extract payments or seize assets. In Hanson’s view, raiding is enabled by direct engagement of informal or personal power relationships with formal legal rules, in contrast to Sakwa’s portrayal of the dual state in which formal and informal power relationships exist in parallel.

In another recent treatment, Yakovlev, Sobolev and Kazun present raiding in Russia in terms of the challenge for the state and economic actors in controlling and resisting the state’s own violent agents. Although police, prosecutors, security officials and other agents are essential for state administrative and law enforcement functions, as well as to advance leaders’ political and policy goals, their agglomeration of coercive power also risks severe degradation of property rights and inhibition of economic growth. The problem is that, “state agents of violence are especially well placed to use their power for personal enrichment rather than the public good.” Economic actors in both Russia and Ukraine are vulnerable to raiding precisely because of relatively underdeveloped top-down and bottom-up tools for constraining the power of such agents.

Raiding receives attention in Ukrainian academic literature as well, particularly in the context of analysis of corporate law reform. According to Andriy Smityukh, “Corporate raiding is a conflict of interests in enterprise administration [caused by] the availability of opposing, competing and even hostile interests of the raider, enterprise management, and controlling
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shareholders.”24 Igor Shvaika defines corporate raiding as a “third stage” of property redistribution in Ukraine’s post-Soviet transition, the first two stages being privatization and the development of basic legal instruments such as bankruptcy.25 A. Koval concurs, noting that whereas assets were acquired in the 1990s through state privatization, since the 2000s property has more often changed hands by takeovers, which were either voluntary or hostile, in which case they qualify as raids.26

Corporate raiding is also a common theme in the popular press in and about Ukraine. In mainstream media sources, raiding has been described as, “modern-day feudalism,” in which “a would-be raider finds an influential cover, either a bureaucrat or someone in State Security…After a fee has been agreed, the bureaucrat goes to the owner of the business you want to steal and says: sell your business for five rubles or you go to jail.”27 Yet even journalists who have covered raiding for the media admit that it is poorly understood: “Few people who know the term reiderstvo actually understand what it is…For example many people simply call conflicts between owners raiding (especially since each side in a dispute names the other as a raider), others simply call all corrupt activity raiding or banditism.”28

It should be no surprise that the general public lacks a compelling consensus definition of corporate raiding. After all, disinformation is routinely spread by both the raiders themselves and by state officials who are failing in their nominal responsibility to combat raiding. One Ukrainian official who was involved in the government’s official anti-raider commission even denied that raiding per se was the issue, explaining that, “raiding is not a problem but a course of events when capital is leaking out of all sides.”29 Even an EU diplomat suggested raiding gets relatively more attention than it should: “Some foreign businesspeople call disputes over tax payments or regulatory compliance ‘raiding’ but this is a misunderstanding of the law,” cautioning, “you should really get into the details before stating

28 Interview with Oleg Sychev, Anti-Raider TV journalist, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 8, 2013.
29 Interview with Ukrainian Cabinet of Ministers official, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 16, 2013.
that this case is a raider attack.”

Certainly, the ambiguity and uncertainty surrounding the problem of corporate raiding in Ukraine is not helped by the reluctance of some victims of raiding to discuss raider attacks. According to one financial journalist, “it’s not possible to know about all the problems of raiding because people hide it.” Yet others may blow their individual problems out of proportion, as the EU diplomat explained: “When [many hundreds of] companies are doing well they are not interested in talking about it, but when you read negative stories about raids they are usually the same few cases.”

Each of the definitions of raiding offered by scholars, members of the business community, the media, and the general public, is surely accurate in some respects, yet still not entirely adequate. For the purposes of this analysis, a relatively broad yet simple definition of corporate raiding in Ukraine can be adopted: Raiding is the illegal or improper transfer of valuable assets, or value generated from those assets, generally by means of improper coercive action, or failure to act, on the part of corrupt state authorities.

Even this definition may not capture all cases that could fairly be labeled raids, yet it is sufficiently flexible to embrace most methods and types of raiding encountered in the course of research for this article, while nonetheless excluding corrupt or problematic practices that do not rise to the level of raiding. As interviewees on all sides of the issue insisted, it is important to distinguish mere business disputes, official corruption, improper privatization, and other bad practices from full-blown raiding. In light of this persistent ambiguity and complexity, further careful consideration of the recent history and current practice of raiding in Ukraine is needed.

History and Evolution of Raiding

Ukrainian experts have described at least three main phases in the evolution of corporate raiding, commonly applying the color-coding of “black,” “gray” and “white” to different periods and types of raider attack. 34
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Interview subjects and observers disagree about the precise definitions of each type and period, but there is a broad consensus that “white” raiding involves disputes managed largely within the jurisdiction of courts and the law, whereas “black” or “gray” attacks are those in which raiders apply at least some kinds of pressure outside the law, or engage in explicitly illegal behavior.

“Black raider attacks,” explain lawyers Yulia Shmagina and Vitaly Patsiuk, “assume achieving of the set objectives using completely illegal methods, including falsification of documents, fake signatures, threatening, forcing, violence and physical seizure of the company.”35 “Gray raiders” have been described as wolves in sheep’s clothing—bandit raiders who construct false legal claims in order to impersonate “white” corporate raiders.36 In very broad terms, raiding has evolved away from “black” and toward “white” methods over the past two decades, but with plenty of cases that fall into the “gray” area in between.

Raiding in Ukraine can trace its origins to the late Soviet-era “bazaar” system of privately-owned market stalls. Raiding on a relatively small scale flourished in this context, in which practically every small trader was forced to buy protection (the widely used Russian term is “krysha,” literally meaning “a roof”) from organized crime groups, who in turn bribed or threatened officials to ensure their own immunity from prosecution. Raids took place not only when gangsters decided to seize traders’ assets, but when traders invoked the assistance of a criminal krysha or corrupt officials to take over or destroy a flourishing rival’s business.

With the collapse of the Soviet system and the first wave of post-1991 privatization, came a period dominated by the so-called “black” or “bandit” raids. These were straightforwardly criminal acts, made possible by the breakdown of social order, desperate economic conditions, and general lawlessness of the time. In the simplest form, criminal groups would send armed men to seize the premises of a business, typically a former state enterprise, and physically remove all valuable assets and materials from it, ranging from cash, to computers and machinery—even antiquated Soviet industrial equipment was seized and sold for scrap.37

By the late 1990s and early 2000s, raiding entered what my interviewees labeled the “gray” phase, in which elements of “black” and “white” raiding activity could be observed.38 The parties at interest may

37 Interview with Oleg Sychev, Anti-Raider TV journalist, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 8, 2013.
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have been officials, wealthy businessmen, or Soviet-era “red directors” seeking to gain ownership over industries they already managed. In many cases the real parties at interest in a raid were unknown. Methods, too, became far more complex, with the involvement of a wide range of state ministries and private middlemen, including foreigners, and usually invoking decisions of a purported shareholders meeting or court orders to transfer assets for the raider’s benefit.

In some famous cases, the original raider was deceived by middlemen who offered assistance in acquiring the target asset, but ended up walking away with it themselves. It was by means of such raids that many of today’s oligarchs in Ukraine began to assemble their vast vertical monopolies in sectors such as energy, mining, telecommunications, or food and agriculture. Not surprisingly, the two heavily industrialized and politically powerful regions of Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk became the scenes of many “gray” raids during the Kuchma years (1994-2004), as local magnates leveraged political connections to create a safe space for raiding activity that benefitted their interests.39

The 2004-05 Orange Revolution brought a temporary halt to raiding since the new government was formally committed to fighting corruption and protecting property rights. However, the dysfunction and eventual collapse of the Orange coalition quickly resulted in a huge upsurge in raids by the second half of the last decade. A former senior state official explained that the existence of competing political power centers in the Presidency, the Government and the Verkhovna Rada—plus local and regional governments—allowed business owners to secure at least some kind of political krysha, which was at best temporary protection in the tumultuous political environment.40 However, endless battles over privatization and re-privatization had the effect of increasing uncertainty and encouraging raiders to ply their trade.41

After the arrival of the Yanukovych Administration in 2010, raiding evolved yet again, but it did not necessarily decline. One journalist called this the period of “white raiding,” meaning that raiders achieved the same ends as before but often did not appear to be engaged in obviously criminal activity.42 A government official suggested that since 2010, “raiding has not disappeared, but has taken on quieter forms.”43 Another journalist who has reported on raiding countered, “What’s happening today [2013] in Ukraine is like in markets in the 1990s—it’s mafia extortion, but by

40 Interview with O. Chaliy, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 2, 2013.
41 Interview with Y. Yekhanurov, Kyiv, Ukraine, June 10, 2013.
42 Interview with Oleg Sychev, Anti-Raider TV journalist, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 8, 2013.
43 Interview with 3 officials, Presidential Administration, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 7, 2013.
the state, and you cannot win or protect yourself.”

One reason for the continuation of raiding may have been the increasing concentration of the financial benefits of political power around the so-called “Family” of President Yanukovych (Ukrainians say the “Family” includes both actual relatives, like the President’s son Oleksandr, and close associates), leaving even many loyal Regions Party officials out in the cold. These officials, accustomed to living well off of corrupt payments, had to raid successful businesses to acquire wealth, or solicit payments from others in exchange for facilitating raids.

Another theory is simply that there was a new large-scale realignment of business ownership underway, in which those closest to Yanukovych were systematically stripping lucrative assets away from their previous owners, and they were doing so by means of corporate raids. This perspective was supported by sources who suggested that raider attacks over the previous several years had been especially large scale, and aimed at seizing successful monopolistic businesses and maintaining control, rather than simply stripping and selling assets. If the “Family” was indeed responsible for the latest wave of corporate raids, then it was likely to the detriment of Ukrainian oligarchs, many of whom supported stabilizing property rights and rule of law to protect the business empires they had assembled over the past decade. In any case, the consolidation of political power around the Presidential Administration in 2010-2014 meant that there were few, if any, reliable “kryshy” to be had, and so businesses had to think differently about how to defend themselves.

Because so much reticence and uncertainty surrounds raider attacks in Ukraine, and because experts still disagree about the definition of raiding, the precise scale of the problem is difficult to establish. Officials in 2006 claimed that up to two-thirds of the 110 mergers and acquisitions that took place in Ukraine that year could be considered hostile takeovers or raids. At the same time, an anti-raiding NGO reported that more than
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2,500 raider attacks had taken place since 2002, with an average of one attack per week.50 Zakhariy Varnaliy and Iryna Mazur claim there are 35-50 raiding groups in Ukraine, who have been responsible for approximately 3,000 raiding attacks each year with a “success rate of over 90 percent.”51 Although most observers reported a decline in attacks in the aftermath of the 2008-09 financial crisis, others insist the problem was on the rise again quickly afterward and throughout the Yanukovych years.

**Who Are the Raiders?**

In some raids, the ultimate party at interest can remain hidden behind layers of intermediaries and shell companies. Yet it should be no surprise that among the most effective raiders are usually major oligarchs, powerful politicians, including local and national-level officials, and service providers who specialize in conducting raids for a fee. At the same time, many successful raids depend on some degree of cooperation—whether voluntary or coerced—from somebody on the inside of the target company, even including senior management hired directly by the owners. In rare cases, the raiders are even revealed to be the “legitimate” owners themselves, who are seeking to extract capital from the company that shareholders, partners, creditors, or regulators would not otherwise allow.52

It is no secret that some of the wealthiest businessmen in Ukraine today, including the country’s prominent oligarchs, have benefitted from corporate raiding over the past two decades. Ihor Kolomoisky, co-owner with Henadiy Boholyubov of Dnipropetrovsk-based Privat Group and in March 2014 appointed governor of Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, is probably the most famous oligarch-raider, accused of having conducted a massive raiding campaign over the roughly ten years up to 2010,53 when he ran

50 Ibid.


53 According to Forbes: “Bogolyubov and Kolomoisky fostered strong reputations as corporate raiders in the mid-2000s, becoming notorious for a series of hostile takeovers...These schemes included, among others, a literal raid on the Kremenchuk steel plant in 2006, in
afoul of the new authorities and was forced to curtail some of his activity.\textsuperscript{54} At its height, Privat Group controlled significant stakes in nearly every industry in Ukraine, including metals, chemicals, energy, banking, and media.\textsuperscript{55} Even today, the group’s banking arm controls roughly 20 percent of Ukrainian deposits.\textsuperscript{56}

Raiding has apparently been an intimate part of Privat Group’s growth strategy. Kolomoisky himself is credited with the memorable quotation, “give me a 1 percent stake and I will take over the entire company.”\textsuperscript{57} One of Kolomoisky and Boholyubov’s close associates, the Dnipropetrovsk businessman and deputy governor Hennadiy Korban, was thought to be the orchestrator of many raids on behalf of his business partners.\textsuperscript{58} In 2006, Korban described his fee structure for hostile takeover and anti-takeover services: “[My fee] depends on what I’m doing. When I am protecting someone’s possession, this is one thing. If your work aims at merger or acquisition, i.e., the client gets a new asset, the fee is absolutely different.”\textsuperscript{59} Korban declared in a 2012 interview that raiding activity in Ukraine had “exhausted itself,” above all because the value of Ukrainian


A list of Privat Group holdings is available at http://baza.comments.ua/g/10, accessed October 29, 2013.
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assets had, “fallen so low that it makes no sense to spend money on the redistribution of those assets.” While there was some truth to the assertion that the 2009 financial crisis reduced raider attacks because there was simply less liquidity sloshing around to be stolen, re-alignment of political power and oligarch interests may better explain the end of Privat Group’s dominant role among Ukrainian raiders.

During the height of Ukraine’s post-Soviet economic boom in the mid-2000s, one of the country’s apparently most successful investors was former Russian citizen and former Yeltsin advisor Vadim Grib, head of the TEKT investment group. In addition to his Russian connections, Grib served as Vice Prime Minister and acting Minister of Finance of the Crimean Autonomous Republic, and as a senior advisor to Valeriy Khoroshkovsky, head of the Ukrainian state security agency (SBU). Grib has acknowledged his involvement in raider attacks, including in print and live television interviews. There is evidence that Grib and TEKT were responsible for raids on Ukraine’s largest tire producer Rossava, soft-drink producer Rosinka, and the Kirovohrad Central Shopping Mall, among others.
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Ukraine’s wealthiest oligarch, Rinat Akhmetov, has also been accused of acquiring valuable assets at discount prices by playing the role of “white knight” in association with raiders. In one case, Akhmetov’s firm, Metinvest, acquired a controlling stake in steel producer Ilyich Iron and Steel Works of Mariupol, in Donetsk Oblast, after Ilyich’s management claimed to have suffered a raider attack by alleged Russian raiders. News reports have suggested that this was simply a case of oligarchic consolidation, in which Akhmetov’s Metinvest achieved a more dominant market position by taking advantage of an attempted raid to put pressure on a rival company that was already in a weakened position. This method of raiding has been dubbed “black knight/white knight” since the ultimate beneficiary of the raid or attempted raid actually appears to be a kind of savior, buying out the beleaguered owners when they have run out of resources or will to fight, and usually at a healthy discount.

The potential interest of government officials in raiding is obvious. At middle and higher levels, officials can acquire control of lucrative businesses for their own benefit, or secure large payouts for helping other raiders achieve their objectives. Sufficiency senior officials also have the ability to leverage their “administrative resources” against target companies. According to one local tax official, “ministries have become weapons of the Presidential Administration against any business.” Allegations of raiding by the Donetsk-based “Family” around President Yanukovych were

69 Evhenia Viatchaninova. Interview with former oblast level tax official, Ternopil, Ukraine, May 2013.
no surprise, but critics had also cast a spotlight on former Tymoshenko supporter, and member of parliament Andriy Portnov. Portnov was dubbed “the chief raider of Ukraine,” and “Reidyusha” (a play on his nickname “Andryusha”), and is accused of raider attacks stretching back to the early 2000’s when he was a rising star in Tymoshenko’s Batkivshchyna party.

In many cases, lower level officials may not even recognize their complicity in raider attacks as such. According to one source inside a government ministry, lower officials, “are simply told, ‘this is a task from higher up that must be fulfilled.’” Poor training, nepotism, and the difficulty of reporting violations from within state structures, allows this problem to persist with new generations of officials. Moreover, ordinary citizens in many cases may not expect anything different from their government officials. According to the Atlantic Council,

a post-Soviet ‘get it while you can mentality’ seems to dominate the thinking of many who hold positions of power and influence. This attitude, coupled with the Soviet-era presumption that ‘this is the only way to get things done,’ allows many Ukrainians to justify corrupt interactions with officials.

Though nowhere near every raid involving government ministries could be controlled or initiated by the Presidential Administration, the top authorities’ behavior sets the tone. As Gans-Morse wrote of Russia after the massive state-sponsored raid that stripped Mikhail Khodorkovsky of his company, “every official after 2003 was looking for his ‘own little Yukos.’” Officials of the Port Authority of the Odessa Oblast city of
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Illichivsk, for example, in 2010 seized the assets of the private firm Ukrtranscontainer, in what has been described as a raid, enabled by the port’s decision to cancel a contract on which the private firm depended, allegedly in collusion with investigations of the company by the local prosecutor. In another 2010 Odessa Oblast case, the head of the local State Securities & Stock Market Commission together with the head of the local branch of the Commercial Court, colluded to seize majority control of the sweets factory Odesakonditer, which had already been under attack by Kyiv-based raiders.

Though raiders may be named and colloquially discussed in terms of the ultimate parties at interest—whether they are oligarchs, state officials, or even the business owners themselves—they almost always act through intermediaries. In many cases, those intermediaries are professional service providers, such as lawyers or bankers, which charge a fee or take a percentage of the ultimate gain in exchange for facilitating a raid. Indeed, this indirect method of attack is not only safer from a legal and public relations perspective, but professional raiders may actually be far more effective, and they can leverage well-established and well-lubricated relationships with key officials.

Ukraine’s biggest raiders generally maintain representatives, known as “smotryashchie,” (literally, “those who watch,” a term borrowed from Soviet prison slang) across various regions and industries in which they have an interest. These agents are likely to be the first to approach a putative target company and demand payment or partnership, or propose some other dubious scheme that would lead to eventual transfer of ownership rights. The exact profession of the agent is not important, and indeed some may even be government officials in posts entirely unrelated to the sector for which they are responsible. The aforementioned Dnipropetrovsk businessman Korban was one such agent who became very well known, but others include the Donetsk-based lawyers Dmytro Zaitsev and Volodymyr Hurtovy, who are believed to have orchestrated raids on the Siaivo bookstore in Kyiv, a goldmine in Zakarpatska Oblast and many other targets.
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78 Interview with Mark Rachkevych, Kyiv Post, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 9, 2013. According to well-known journalist Tetyana Chornovol (appointed head of Ukraine’s anti-corruption committee after the Euromaidan Revolution), “[b]ankruptcy proceedings for ‘Zakarpatpolimetaly’ took place under the watchful eye of Hurtovyj, appointed the arbitration administrator, and his partner Zaytsev, the chairman of the committee of creditors. They openly acted in the interests of a foreign company from the Virgin Islands, which surprisingly turned out to be the largest creditor of the gold mines.”
Some law firms have also become famous as raiders or raid facilitators, and Moscow-based Alfa Bank has in recent years been the target of numerous accusations of corporate raiding in Ukraine.79

Raiding Methodology

Raiders’ methods vary widely, not only from “black” to “white” as described above, but across a diverse set of legal, economic and political instruments and contexts. While a case can be found in Ukraine to illustrate nearly every possible variation, the majority of raids fall into a handful of typologies, described in detail below. In most actual raids, elements of more than one methodology come into play, and raiders may also switch tactics during the course of an attack.

Forced Bankruptcies or Business Crises

Raids involving forced bankruptcies or manufactured business crises may appear on the surface to be little more than standard business transactions in which outside investors take advantage of a target company’s financial problems to scoop up potentially valuable assets on the cheap. In fact, in a Western context, such transactions might even be seen as beneficial value-creating opportunities for turnaround experts to work their magic on failing companies. In Ukraine, unfortunately, more sinister forces often stand behind a bankruptcy or a business crisis leading to a change in ownership.

One archetypal case of this type provides a useful illustration of how a business crisis can be manufactured and exploited by corporate raiders. Chernivtsi-based Argo was a major producer of steel containers for canned food, with sales throughout Europe and the former Soviet states. Over a two-year period beginning in 2006, Argo received financing from Ukrainian Financial Group (UFG), a Kyiv-based bank with holdings ranging from real estate, construction and agriculture to IT, insurance and media.80 In 2008, UFG demanded immediate repayment of close to $7
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million it had loaned Argo. Argo sales were already weakened by the financial crisis and the firm was unable to make the payment, so management agreed to restructure the outstanding loan, using shares of the company as collateral. In 2009, during peak production season, the Argo factory was visited by black-clad private security purporting to represent new ownership, and production was blocked. Management, under continuing physical, legal and PR pressure, was then forced to sign over two-thirds of the company’s shares to UFG, which transferred ownership to a Cyprus-based company. Argo was then found liable for a $200 million debt by a Dnipropetrovsk court, which confirmed the new ownership’s authority to liquidate the company’s assets to pay the debt.\(^{81}\)

Of course, debt is not the only leverage point for raiders seeking to manufacture a business crisis, as the case of Ukrtranscontainer illustrates. In 2009, port authorities of the Illichivsk port abruptly cancelled a 30-year agreement with the company that had been in force since 2005, and was the foundation of the company’s business. When Ukrtranscontainer challenged the cancellation, both the local prosecutor’s office and the commercial court sided with the port authorities. After two appeals, Ukrtranscontainer was forced to give up control of the port facility to the port authority officials, who appropriated and began using the company’s sophisticated container-transfer machinery and mooring equipment to conduct cargo operations themselves.\(^{82}\)

Raiders have also forced their targets into crisis situations using so-called “black PR.” This method was apparently used to raid Kyiv-based PromInvestBank in 2008, when newspapers falsely reported that the bank was insolvent and thereby caused a run on the bank, forcing its sale.\(^{83}\) Markus describes the well-known case of Privat Group’s attack on the Dnipropetrovsk-based company, Oleyna, a producer of refined food oils. In addition to orchestrating large numbers of illicit transfers of shares

from employee-shareholders, Privat Group launched a black PR campaign to sully the company’s reputation for quality: “Some local newspapers embarked on a shrill campaign against Oleyna, charging that the firm is ‘helping . . . to plunder the state budget of Ukraine’ and speculating that Oleyna’s oil, a winner of numerous quality contests, might contain heavy metals and arsenic.”

Although Oleyna’s employees, management and rightful owners ultimately mounted a successful defense of the company, the black PR campaign provided Privat Group and their allies in local government with sufficient cover to launch a host of lawsuits and administrative actions to try to take over the company.

**Corporate or Minority Shareholder Attacks**

Likely the most widely used method of raider attack in Ukraine over the past decade is the corporate or minority shareholder approach, which can be broadly understood to include any raider attack that takes advantage of shareholder rights and privileges inherent in the corporate form of ownership to bring about an illegitimate transfer of assets. According to one journalist, “measures typically employed [by raiders] range from excluding shareholders from meetings by holding them at short notice in a distant location to alteration of company registers, to purchasing or faking court decisions.”

The Atlantic Council’s 2007 report offered a useful overview of this type of scheme:

Raiders infiltrate the company of interest with agents who collect information. A small share of stock is purchased. Then, a usually frivolous lawsuit is filed with a lower-level court in a remote town. Armed with an often anomalous court injunction, raiders resort to force, sending a pseudo-“security firm” to take possession of the property (through forcible entry). Further, by bribing law enforcement agencies, they keep the object under their control – even in the face of a corrected court decision. Then, they try to re-sell property to themselves or to those who ordered the raid, to change the composition of charter capital.
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According to Ukrainian and international businesspeople interviewed for this article, a so-called minority shareholder attack usually begins with information gathering. In rare cases, ownership information is publicly available, however usually raiders acquire full details about the company’s ownership structure by bribing the registrar or another official with access to the corporate registry. The raiders then buy out a relatively small minority stake, resorting to threats or bribery if necessary, such as in the case of a unionized employee-shareholder structure. Share ownership then gives the raiders the right to examine company records, and provides direct access to the company’s board and management. The raiders may then discover some weakness in the company’s legal status (such as an imperfect privatization in the past or a technically deficient license or registration document), while bribing or threatening key individuals within the company to cooperate. With the collusion of these insiders, the raiders may convene an illegal shareholders’ meeting, excluding the rightful owners, and use that meeting to remove directors, approve an outright sale, or transfer ownership of valuable company property. Finally, to enforce the outcome, the raiders usually employ a combination of private security and corrupt courts or other state officials.87

Either instead of or in tandem with more elaborate methods, raiders often resort to forgery of key corporate documents. In a Western business environment, of course, forged documents would be relatively easy to detect. In Ukraine, it can be more difficult both because notaries are routinely paid off to certify falsified transactions, and because physical raids of corporate offices often result in the theft of original corporate seals that allow the creation or modification of “genuine” corporate documents.

There have been countless raids facilitated by such forgeries. In 2010, for example, raiders used a fake power of attorney document to sign sales contracts on behalf of the successful drug maker Synbias Pharma and Onko Generics, ultimately forcing sale of the company, with the complicity of insiders in company management.88 In the high-profile case of TVi, an American citizen showed up with a power of attorney document purporting to change the channel’s management, which was revealed as a fake when the company officer who supposedly had signed the document proved she was not even in Ukraine when the document was signed.89

In other cases, raiders attempted to take over a building materials
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factory in Kherson Oblast by falsifying changes to the company charter,\textsuperscript{90} and to seize farms in Zaporizhia and Dnipropetrovsk Oblasts by means of documents forged by the same notary in both cases.\textsuperscript{91} The phenomenon is not just a problem for comparatively large enterprises. Small enterprises have also been targets for raiders, with “Hair salons, small shops, grocery stores, dressmakers, studios,” all victimized in situations where alleged owners asserted their rights using false documents.\textsuperscript{92}

Another prominent recent example of the minority shareholder approach is the case of Kvazar-Micro, a leading Ukrainian technology company. In this case, a previously unknown minority shareholder sought to acquire almost half the company’s shares by colluding with the company’s registrar to arrange an illicit shareholders’ meeting.\textsuperscript{93} The victims later discovered that papers purporting to be from Kvazar’s largest single investor, the Canadian firm KM Secure, were forged, and successfully blocked the takeover attempt.\textsuperscript{94} A similar maneuver succeeded in 2007 against the Ukrainian subsidiary of Russian oil company Tatneft, UkrTatNafta, when Privat Group convened an illegal shareholders’ meeting and used corrupt government connections to enforce the resulting dilution of Tatneft ownership.\textsuperscript{95} This method of attack is still favored. In 2013, international cargo firm Swissport’s Ukrainian subsidiary came under attack from a minority shareholder which claimed its rights had been violated, and secured two court decisions awarding it majority control of the company in lieu of damages worth just $433,000.\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{91} Interview with Mark Rachkeyvych, \textit{Kyiv Post}, Kyiv, Ukraine, May 9, 2013.
Corrupt Court Decisions

Corrupt court decisions are clearly an integral part of many raider schemes. In 2013, then First Deputy Prime Minister Serhiy Arbuzov admitted that, “the vast majority of hostile takeovers are done with the assistance of judicial and law enforcement authorities.” According to Oleksiy Pashin, Director of the Business Security Agency, a corrupt court decision can cost a raider anywhere from $2,000 to $25,000. Given the multi-million dollar stakes involved in some raids, it is small wonder that attackers are prepared to pay such paltry sums to gain judicial decisions as leverage.

In 2010, the same judge in the Kherson branch of the Commercial Court issued decisions approving raider takeovers of two different hotels, the Astoria and Europeysky, both being prepared to host Euro-2012 fans in Dnipropetrovsk. The judge even approved the use of private security by the raiders to enforce the decisions. More commonly, courts simply issue papers freezing company accounts and property so that it becomes impossible for the company to operate, and owners and management are forced to negotiate with the raiders. According to Olga Vorozhbyt, a lawyer at Chadbourne & Parke LLP in Kyiv, “If the ultimate goal is forcing the opponent into some kind of deal, usually on unfavorable terms, such strong measures (freezing assets) are one of the ways to achieve it.”

In the heavily publicized 2010 case of Zhytomyrsky Lasoschi, the factory’s chief executive, put in place by U.S.-based owners, facilitated a raid against his employer in collusion with outside parties that was blessed by local courts, despite a major international PR effort by the U.S. owner and public comments on the case from President Yanukovych. In January 2012, Stalkanat-Silur, an Odessa-based steel rope and wire producer, was also raided with assistance from local police units on the pretext of a 2002 dispute that the company later proved had been settled. Even after proving its position to the local court, Stalkanat-Silur was raided again, and only avoided being physically seized because the plant’s workers resisted.
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The case was seen as a clear instance of raiding following politics because Stalkanat-Silur’s owner, Volodymyr Nemyrovsky, a political ally of Batkivschyna leader Arseniy Yatseniuk, named as his attackers: Regions Party members Ivan Avramov and Yuri Ivanyushchenko. On March 2, 2014, following Batkivshchyna’s takeover of most positions in the acting government, Nemyrovsky was named governor of Odessa Oblast.103

When properly held to account, Ukrainian courts have sometimes overruled lower or previous corrupt decisions in order to block raider attacks. From 2008-2010, the Jehovah’s Witness Religious Center fought raiders attempting to seize control of valuable buildings and land on its campus in Lviv Oblast. The raiders had quietly obtained decisions of faraway lower courts recognizing their ownership more than a year before they even made an overt move to take possession. Yet once the religious group found out about the attack, it pursued two appellate processes that ended up in Ukraine’s Supreme Court, and ultimately succeeded in protecting its property.104

Extortion

The most straightforward method of raider attack, and often the underlying principle of more complex schemes, is extortion. According to one Ukrainian investor, the basic scheme is as follows: First, a target business is visited by a representative of the raider (the smotryashchiy), who suggests the need for a new business partner (the raider). If the business owner refuses, he or she begins to experience obstructions to doing business from all sides, such as visits from health or tax inspectors, frozen bank accounts, canceled leases and contracts, and, of course, court cases against the company. At the next phase, a higher-level representative of the raider visits and suggests that a solution to the business’s problems would be to sign some documents transferring all or part of the ownership to some other company. If the victim is lucky, he or she will receive some compensation in this proposed arrangement. This process may be repeated through several rounds of escalation. By the end, the victim has a stark choice: either lose more money in defending what is now likely to be a much less profitable business, or accept the buyout and simply walk away.105

State inspections and licensing procedures, which in a healthy marketplace might be seen as a bothersome but necessary part of doing
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business, in Ukraine are the bread and butter of corporate raiders. Their modus operandi, according to one local investor, is “creating unsolvable barriers (typically regulatory, tax, customs or inspections) for business, then offering a low bid to buy the company and thereby remove the problem.” According to a journalist who has extensively covered raids, “Some businesses have reported there is an inspection every day from day 1 of the month to day 30, and at some point someone approaches the owner to demand either a payment or transfer of the company.” An official inside one regional tax administration explained that, “state agencies serve as a club for a person who can bury any business activity.” In many cases, the ultimate beneficiary of this harassment may be unknown to the officials carrying it out.

Two recent raider attacks illustrate the power of administrative pressure against target businesses. In the case of Lviv-based IDS, producer of Morshynska and Myrgorodska mineral water brands, tax inspectors accused the company in November 2012 of failing to pay almost 3 million UAH in taxes, which the company denied, claiming the accusation was part of a raider attack on the firm. The Lviv Oblast council supported the company’s position, and called on President Yanukovych to intervene. According to IDS, it had paid hundreds of millions in taxes, and appealed to its numerous U.S. and EU investors to support continued litigation to defend the company. In another highly publicized case in 2013, farming businesses belonging to politically active independent politician Arkady Kornatsky of Mykolaiv Oblast, came under attack. Kornatsky was the target of incessant harassment by oblast authorities, and claimed the raid was orchestrated by the Chairman of the Oblast Administration, Mykola Kruglov, a political adversary.

The sheer number and wide range of official permits that may, in theory, be required to operate any type of business significantly facilitates raider attacks, especially with the involvement of officials who can deny or threaten to deny needed permits or licenses. In Kyiv, simply opening and
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operating a restaurant required separate permits from city health, sanitation, transportation, public property, electricity, water, gas, and potentially other authorities, depending on the products being used and sold.\textsuperscript{113} All of this is on top of the dozens of permits already required to register a business in the first place, and the potential difficulty of establishing a proper tax payment record. Addressing these massive disincentives for business and investment were among top priorities for the new authorities in 2014, and in April the Ukrainian government passed a law canceling 83 permits previously required for businesses to open and operate.\textsuperscript{114} It remains to be seen whether this streamlined regulatory framework results in a dramatic decline in raider attacks.

Like other kinds of criminal extortion schemes, corporate raids do not shy away from the threat or use of outright physical force. Threats may be chillingly direct. In the case of one mid-sized family business, the owner told me that raiders demanded he accept a new business partner, and when he did not, security officials interrogated his mother and brother for 5 hours, and told them, “we know where your son goes to school and that he gets out of class at 1:30 in the afternoon.”\textsuperscript{115} Force is especially common in cases where the target of the raid is the physical location of the business itself, such as the cases of the small publishing companies Ab-ba-ba-ga-la-ma-ga,\textsuperscript{116} Tribuna, and Nauka-Kultura,\textsuperscript{117} and the Yalta Writers’ Union.\textsuperscript{118} In these cases, raiders used private security to physically throw their victims out of buildings the raiders wanted to use for lucrative real estate development projects. In one case, the owner of a small publishing house on Kyiv’s left bank, called Skarby, endured such physical and psychological duress from raider attacks that he ended up hospitalized and was unable to defend his business.\textsuperscript{119}

Of course, physical force often plays a role alongside other methods in more complex corporate raids, complementing corrupt court decisions and other kinds of pressure. In fact the term corporate raiding for many
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Ukrainians conjures up the image of dozens of black or camouflage-clad thugs physically surrounding a factory, or storming the facility against the opposition of management and company security guards, as actually happened in the case of Chernivti Argo in 2010.120 The target need not be especially large, as the case of a café in Zaporizhia Oblast demonstrated: Through a fraudulent shareholders’ meeting, raiders diluted the original owner’s share of her own café, then used physical force to remove her from the shop.121 Even in the very center of Kyiv, raiders, in collusion with local authorities, have attempted to take ownership of the historic 18th Century Kyiv Fortress by force in order to demolish parts of the historic building to improve access to the neighboring property.122

The collusion of raiders with local or national law enforcement has also led to the use of “zakaznye dela,” or criminal charges made-to-order against the targets of corporate raids.123 Ukraine’s judiciary is especially susceptible to corruption and exploitive behavior, and is consistently rated as one of the most corrupt in the world.124 The World Justice Project has repeatedly ranked Ukraine poorly, even when considered in its regional context.125 Firestone defines “zakaznye dela” as “cases commissioned by third parties as a way of sabotaging business competitors … and criminal cases initiated by law enforcement for extortionate or other improper purposes…”126 Such cases are common in both the criminal and civil justice systems in Ukraine, and have long been a favored tactic for corporate
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In 2011-2012, twenty-five Ukrainian judges were dismissed from their posts for involvement in illegal schemes, while four hundred law-enforcement officials were investigated.

Why Raiding Matters to Ukraine and the West

In the aftermath of Ukraine’s Euromaidan revolution, the ability of the new leadership to promote national reconciliation and recovery on a political level will depend in equal measure on economic recovery and a return to growth. This will in turn demand considerable new investment, both domestic and international, and there can be no doubt that corporate raiding and Ukraine’s history of weak property rights protections have deterred investment in the past. Ukrainian brokerage firm Concorde Capital notes that, “due to poor property right protections, selective law enforcement and a weak judicial system, investors do not consider Ukraine very attractive, especially in view of many alternatives—like Turkey—in the region.” Consequently, Ukraine’s FDI is lower than in fast-developing economies, at around $2.8 billion, or no more than 2-3 percent of GDP.

Representatives of major international investors with whom I spoke claimed that although they had made successful investments and saw future opportunities in Ukraine, they could not imagine Ukrainian holdings being more than a few percent of their overall portfolio, in light of the high level of risk. One European diplomat even explained that his country’s companies found it easier and safer to do business in Russia than in Ukraine, and had accordingly closed a chain of retail stores in Ukraine while opening more outlets across Russia’s regions.

In addition to scaring off investors and blocking reform and economic development, corporate raiding does damage to ordinary Ukrainians by destroying enterprises that provide badly needed jobs and increasing
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instability and uncertainty for the still anemic middle class. When businesses suffer from raider attacks, it is not only the ownership that is less well off. Ordinary workers can lose their jobs or suffer declines in wages and working conditions, and in the worst cases, whole towns may be blighted by an attack against the community’s main employer.

Raiding is hardly just a crime of the wealthy against the wealthy—relatively poor people have had their apartments or land stolen, and small entrepreneurs have been divested of their businesses and simultaneously lost all of their savings. With interest rates for business and personal loans as high as 30 percent, ordinary people simply do not have the option of borrowing to get back on their feet, which in turn makes businesses more vulnerable, a destructive cycle. Thus, raiding plays an important role in hampering small and medium enterprise growth in Ukraine, which in turn limits the growth of Ukraine’s middle class, a building block of healthy economic growth and democracy.133

Weak property rights represent both a political and economic development trap for Ukraine: because corrupt business practices and corporate raiding call into question the legitimacy of practically any business that appears to be successful, ordinary people and their political leaders maintain rather casual attitudes towards protecting property rights. The general feeling is simply that anyone who has something has probably stolen it or cut corners to get it, so they don’t really deserve to keep it anyway.

Raiders take advantage of such broad ambivalence towards property rights to ply their trade, while politicians view redistribution of business assets as a benefit to be handed out to their supporters. Any political change in Ukraine thus carries with it the risk of wholesale economic re-alignment, such as when the government threatened to “re-privatize” thousands of former state companies in 2005, or the more recent case of the Yanukovych “Family’s” consolidation of market power between 2010 and 2014.

The Euromaidan protest movement and ongoing high levels of social protest clearly demonstrate ordinary Ukrainians’ growing frustration with the political and economic elite and the system of government they control. Although the departure from the scene of Yanukovych and many of his closest allies, the subsequent reconfiguration of the acting government, and the election in May 2014 of President Petro Poroshenko all appear to be steps forward for Ukraine’s path to reform, any political transition carries with it considerable risk. It is possible that the realignment of forces in Ukrainian politics could unleash yet another devastating tidal wave of raider attacks under the guise of restitution of assets stolen by the previous government. It is worth recalling that the oligarchs have hardly disappeared from Ukraine, and some are in positions of much enhanced
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political power, including the country’s newly elected president.

Although the problems of weak property rights and corporate raiding are first and foremost obstacles to Ukraine’s own economic and political development, they also represent urgent challenges for Ukraine’s effort to integrate more closely with the EU and for the U.S.-Ukraine strategic partnership. With the June 2014 signing of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement, including a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement and visa liberalization, Ukraine has the opportunity to benefit from enhanced access to the EU’s half-a-billion consumers. Yet Ukraine can hardly accept, much less fully implement, stabilizing European business practices required under the terms of these agreements, as long as corporate raiders still maintain outsized power and influence over the marketplace. Supporting Ukraine’s European aspirations is a stated goal of U.S. foreign policy, thus corporate raiding undermines U.S. policy objectives in addition to deterring potentially profitable U.S. investments in Ukraine.

Conclusion

Despite its huge potential, Ukraine continues to disappoint its own citizens and outside observers, thanks in part to inadequate political and legal institutions, widespread corruption, and the pervasive cynicism of long-suffering ordinary Ukrainians towards most efforts to bring about positive change. Yet at the dawn of what should be a new era of closer trade, travel and investment ties with the European Union, corporate raiding may still pose a significant risk to Ukraine’s progress.

Close attention to this problem from Western officials, businesses and experts engaged in Ukraine and the region is necessary but not alone sufficient to solve the problem. It is long past time for Ukrainians and international stakeholders to adopt a more comprehensive definition of raiding, in law and practice. Recognizing the most common methods of raider attack will help Ukrainian and international officials design more effective legal and institutional safeguards, and can help private investors to adopt preventive and reactive defenses to raider attacks.

Reforms to Ukraine’s corporate law, judiciary, and criminal justice system that have been promulgated during the process of negotiating the EU Association Agreement, and that have been promised by the new president and acting authorities, offer new tools for combatting corporate raiding and strengthening property rights. Likewise, anti-corruption administrative reforms can help expunge some of the worst offenders from the low and middle levels of the state bureaucracy. Yet without a more fundamental change in attitude, even these robust new measures will be too easily compromised by those at the very top who bend the system to serve their interests, and will be simply dismissed by those at the bottom
who have already succumbed to overwhelming cynicism.

Western stakeholders can provide valuable assistance, but Ukrainians themselves must ultimately hold every participant in the market, their own political leaders, and one another equally accountable. There is reason to hope that Ukraine’s path to enhanced economic and political integration with the EU will help ordinary citizens begin to see their own future prospects differently. This is fundamentally about turning the corner from post-Soviet “get it while you can” cynicism to a mentality of building value for long term growth. The more that people believe they can build prosperity for themselves and their families in a future Ukraine, the more they will direct their energies toward demanding and sustaining the conditions that make such a future possible.